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Abstract
A wide range of approaches for 2D face recognition (FR) systems can be found in the literature due to its highapplicability and issues that need more investigation yet which include occlusion, variations in scale, facialexpression, and illumination. Over the last years, a growing number of improved 2D FR systems using SwarmIntelligence and Evolutionary Computing algorithms have emerged. The present work brings an up-to-dateSystematic Literature Review (SLR) concerning the use of Swarm Intelligence and Evolutionary Computationapplied in 2D FR systems. Also, this review analyses and points out the key techniques and algorithms usedand suggests some directions for future research.
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Resumo
Uma ampla gama de abordagens para sistemas de reconhecimento facial (FR) 2D pode ser encontrada naliteratura devido a sua alta aplicabilidade e também por questões que necessitam de mais investigação,incluindo oclusão, variações de escala, expressão facial e iluminação. Nos últimos anos, um número crescentede sistemas de FR 2D usando algoritmos de Inteligência de Enxame e Computação Evolucionária surgiram. Opresente trabalho traz uma Revisão Sistemática de Literatura (SLR) atualizada sobre o uso da Inteligência deEnxame e Computação Evolucionária aplicada em sistemas de FR 2D. Além disso, esta revisão analisa e apontaas principais técnicas e algoritmos utilizados e sugere alguns direcionamentos para pesquisas futuras.
Palavras-Chave: Algoritmos Bio-inspirados; Algoritmos Evolutivos; Algoritmos de Enxame; ComputaçãoNatural; Otimização; Reconhecimento Facial

1 Introduction

Face recognition (FR) systems are widely usedin di�erent parts of the society which includes,for example, residences, public places, industries,commercial shops and o�ces. In addition to this,in recent decades, some internet applications havebeen developed using the 2D FR systems. Generallybiometric-based human recognition systems are

becoming popular making possible to breachtraditional security systems (Islam et al.; 2012).Hence, it is possible to �nd security systems basedon biometric identi�cation such as gait, �ngerprint,signature, voice, iris, face recognition (FR), andothers (Nebti and Boukerram; 2017). Among these,FR systems stands out due to the necessity ofan identi�cation system for real-world situationswith a high �ow of people. As an example, it is
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impractical to stop everyone at the entrance of anairport to record their �ngerprint, but to place acamera recording the �ow is enough for face capture.We have reached a point where FR systems performwell under controlled settings (Ochoa-Villegas et al.;2015), however real-time situations require systemsthat can deal with uncontrolled settings likepossible occlusion, adornments changing, di�erentscales, facial expressions and illumination variation.Although we have many techniques that performwell under some uncontrolled conditions, it is worthpointing out that, up to this moment, no generictechnique have been proposed to guarantee totalimmunity to this problems (Ochoa-Villegas et al.;2015), leaving a gap for the research community.Among di�erent kind of approaches proposed duringthe last decades, some studies can be found inliterature which are focused on approaches thatemploy optimization techniques inspired by nature,i.e. bio-inspired optimization techniques (Bowyeret al.; 2006; Abate et al.; 2007; Islam et al.; 2012;Scheenstra et al.; 2005; Kong et al.; 2005; Zhao et al.;2003; Alsalibi et al.; 2015).
It is possible to classify the bio-inspiredalgorithms into di�erent groups based on theirsource of inspiration (Fister et al.; 2013). Algorithmsinspired by physiochemical systems were designed tomimic the behavior and characteristics of certain lawsof physics or chemistry, including gravity, electriccharges, and pluvial systems. In this group we cancite Big-Bang Big-Crunch Optimization, Black HoleOptimization, Simulated Annealing, among others(Fister et al.; 2013). Algorithms based on biologicalsystems have its source of inspiration originated fromBiology. In this category we have Arti�cial NeuralNetworks (McCulloch and Pitts; 1943), Arti�cialImmune Systems (Dasgupta et al.; 2011), EvolutionaryComputation (De Jong; 2006) and Swarm Intelligence(Parpinelli and Lopes; 2011), being the last twothe focus of this work due to its applicability inFR systems. From now on, the term bio-inspiredalgorithms is referred in this work as any SwarmIntelligence (SI) and Evolutionary Computation (EC)approaches. Through this, we may realize that anincreased number of bio-inspired FR systems hademerged due their intelligent problem-solving ability,scalability, �exibility, and adaptive nature.
SI and EC are the two major branches representingthe biologically inspired algorithms for optimization.SI-based approaches are inspired by the social andcollective behavior of insects, such as ants, termites,bees, �ock of birds and �sh school. In this branch,we can cite the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)algorithm (Eberhart and Shi; 2011), one of the well-known algorithms among researchers, and it isinspired by the coordinated movement of �sh schoolsand bird �ocks. Among many versions of PSO, itsbinary version has been widely used to �nd themost discriminative set of features in facial imagesimproving FR systems (Vora et al.; 2014; Varun et al.;2015; Varadarajan et al.; 2015). Another popular SI-based algorithm is the Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)(Dorigo and Stutzle; 2003), which is inspired by thecollective behavior of ants in �nding the shortestpath between the nest and the food source through asubstance called pheromone. This algorithm has beenused for feature selection and recognition purposes

in 2D FR systems (Kanan et al.; 2007; Venkatesanand Madane; 2010; Kaur et al.; 2013a). Other SIalgorithms that have been used in FR systems areinspired by bacterial foraging (BFO) (Passino; 2002),bees foraging (BA, ABC) (Pham et al.; 2011; Karaboga;2005), brood parasitic behavior of some cuckoospecies (CSA) (Yang and Deb; 2009), and gravity lawand mass interactions (GSA) (Rashedi et al.; 2009).Many other SI algorithms can be found in (Parpinelliand Lopes; 2011). EC-based algorithms are inspiredby the evolutionary theory proposed by Darwin.In this branch we may cite the Genetic Algorithm(GA) (Holland; 1973), in which natural selection andgenetic operators play the main role, and has beenused for feature selection and classi�cation in FRsystems (Fan and Verma; 2004; Zheng et al.; 2005;Liu and Wang; 2006). Another algorithm basedin Darwinian theory is the Di�erential Evolution(DE) algorithm (Storn and Price; 1997) which hasbeen also used as an optimization technique in FRsystems (Mallipeddi and Lee; 2012; Yoo et al.; 2013).
According to Detroz et al. (2015), the traditionalbibliographies are oriented by the researchersexperience, which might lead to biased results.Unlike, a systematic review aims to present afair evaluation of a research topic, identifying andevaluating in a reliable and impartial manner allrelevant researches using a trustworthy, rigorous,and auditable methodology (Keele; 2007). Also, itallows to summarize the bene�ts and limitations ofa speci�c method (Kitchenham; 2004). Hence, thiswork presents a Systematic Literature Review (SLR)of 2D face recognition systems using biologicallyinspired approaches (considering both SI and ECalgorithms), providing a well-de�ned methodologyto identify, analyze and interpret all availableevidences related to the topic (Keele; 2007). After�ltering the results through objective, inclusion andexclusion criteria, seventy three relevant works aregathered for SLR purpose. Some of the bio-inspiredalgorithms used in 2D FR systems for di�erentpurposes are template matching (Chidambaram et al.;2012), classi�cation (Nebti and Boukerram; 2017),parameters optimization (Oh et al.; 2016; Shenet al.; 2015; Fernández-Martínez and Cernea; 2015;Loderer and Pavlovičová; 2014), and feature selection(Khadhraoui et al.; 2016; Rao and Rao; 2016; Faraget al.; 2016).
It is important to highlight that in Alsalibi et al.(2015) a relevant review with the same scope of oursis presented. However, in the Alsalibi’s work, thereview period encompass papers published until 2013,and a SLR methodology is not employed. With theemergence of new bio-inspired algorithms and itsapproaches, along with the application of a rigorousreview methodology, the present work brings thefollowing contributions:
i. An up-to-date review of bio-inspiredapproaches for 2D FR Systems using the SLRmethodology.ii. The description of how each algorithm isemployed in FR systems.iii. A brief description of each work that isanalyzed.iv. A summary of employed approaches andalgorithms.
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v. Exposure of how bio-inspired approachesrepresent a possible solution and �tness function.vi. A rank of databases with its main features.
This review is organized as follows: Section 2describes the SLR methodology; a brief description ofbio-inspired algorithms and their applications to FRsystems are reported in Section 4; Section 5 presentsa summary and the discussion on the review; andthe conclusions and future trends are presented inSection 6.

2 Research Method
Petersen et al. (2008) presents the SLR methodology.The �rst step is to de�ne the research questions (RQ)in order to identify and evaluate all available relevantworks, which are presented as follows:
• RQ1: What EC and SI algorithms are being appliedto 2D FR systems?• RQ2: How EC and SI algorithms are being appliedin 2D FR systems?
With the scope de�ned, the SLR is e�ectivelydone through the following steps: planning andconducting.

2.1 Planning the Review

After de�ning the RQs, the search for relevant worksmust be done. This work performs an automatedsearch, in which it is de�ned a boolean search stringwith keywords used as input in Academic SearchEngines (ASE). The following words were employed:faces, face, facial, recognition, detection, bioinspired,bioinspiration, bio-inspired, bio-inspiration, bioinspired, bio inspiration, evolutionary, and swarm,as well its synonyms and variations. The ASEswere chosen according to Navau et al. (2013), whichrepresent the most relevant for Computer Science.The ASEs selected were Web of Knowledge (ISI-WoS), SCOPUS and IEEEXplore. The followingboolean composition was used to perform the search:(FACES OR FACE OR FACIAL) AND (RECOGNITION ORDETECTION) AND (BIO-INSPIR* OR “BIO INSPIR*”OR BIOINSPIR* OR EVOLUTIONARY OR SWARM).However, as each ASE has its own search mechanism,this boolean query su�ered some changes preservingits semantic meaning.
2.2 Conducting the Review

After de�ning the search engines and the booleanquery, closure requirements are necessary, such asobjective, inclusion, and exclusion criteria, which arepresented as follows:
• Objective Criteria (OC)
– Year range : 2012 - 2018
– Document type : Articles
– Language : English
– Availability : Any
– Completeness : Full or short
– Duplicates : Yes

• Inclusion Criteria (IC)
– IC1 : To include works if, and only if it usesany swarm intelligence and/or evolutionaryalgorithms applied to FR systems.

• Exclusion Criteria (EX)
– EX1 : Remove works based on video recognition.
– EX2 : Remove works which aims to recognizeonly pose or emotions.
– EX3 : Remove works which use thermal faceimages.
– EX4 : Remove works which fuses features fromother biometric techniques with face features.
– EX5 : Remove works which uses 3D facefeatures.
– EX6 : Remove duplicated works.
Based on the above rules, it was established that ifa work �ts into any EX or does not �t into any OC,thenit should be excluded. The evaluation of each paperreturned by the boolean query was done in this order:OC, EX, and IC. Figure 1 shows the relevant worksfound for each ASE.

Figure 1: Relevant works found for each ASE.

After removing the duplicated works, aboutseventy three papers are kept for analysis.

3 Face Recognition
Traditional security systems based on encryptionand passwords have proven vulnerable and easilybreakable. Hence, the biometric technology becamecrucial for many domains (Nebti and Boukerram;2017). Among them, 2D FR systems do not requireany user interaction which becomes an advantagecompared with other biometric technologies (Kimet al.; 2016). However, some issues arise on imageacquisition such as occlusion, di�erent pose andexpressions and illumination variation. In thiscontext, much interest and research have beenfocused on the �eld of FR and consequently, anincreased number of bio-inspired FR systems hadbeen emerged for di�erent purposes which includefeature selection, parameters optimization, templatematching and classi�cation.
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According to Rao and Rao (2016), the featureselection technique in a FR system consists inextracting the best features subset from the originalimages dataset, aiming to improve recognitionrate. Experimental results have proven tocompensate illumination and expression variations.Many authors employed bio-inspired algorithms tooptimize the intrinsic parameters in their proposedmethodologies, such as selecting the parameters Gand C of Support Vector Machine (SVM) classi�cation(Valuvanathorn et al.; 2012), searching the optimumHidden Markov Model (HMM) states and parameters(Farag et al.; 2016), or adjusting the parametersof a homomorphic �lter (Plichoski et al.; 2017).In addition to these, there are other bio-inspiredapproaches that are employed for template matching,which consists in �nding areas of an image thatbetter match to a template image (Chidambaramet al.; 2014). As preprocessing step, templatematching might deal with problems such as scaleand rotation variations. Finally works were found forclassi�cation purposes, such as Nebti and Boukerram(2017) that employed a bio-inspired approach toclassify a decision tree recursively until obtainingonly one class representing the input face image, thusaddressing illumination, pose and facial expressionvariations. Table 1 presents the acronyms used inthis review to indicate in which speci�c problem,bio-inspired algorithms are employed in FR systems.
Table 1: Acronyms for the applications employed

Application Acronym
Feature Selection FSParameter Optimization POClassi�cation CLTemplate Matching TM

4 Bio-inspired Algorithms

Bio-inspired algorithms may be classi�ed into �vedi�erent groups based on their source of inspiration,which are physico-chemical, Neural Networks,Immunological Systems, Swarm Intelligence (SI), andEvolutionary Computation (EC) according to Fisteret al. (2013). EC and SI algorithms are the focus ofthis review due to the large amount of applications in2D Face Recognition. Besides that, the application ofNeural Networks in FR systems has brought attentionof the research community by emerging a signi�cantnumber of works. Therefore, we believe that theyshould have their own review on application of NeuralNetworks.
EC is based on the natural selection theoryproposed by Darwin. Individuals of a populationcompete to survive in which the more adaptedones with higher reproductive chances will survive.Genetic Algorithms (GA) (Holland; 1973), Di�erentialEvolution (DE) (Storn and Price; 1997), GeneticProgramming (GP) (Koza; 1992), and MemeticAlgorithm (MA) (Dawkins; 2016) are some EC-basedalgorithms that can be found in the literature relatedto 2D FR systems.
SI algorithms are inspired by the social and

collective behavior of insects, such as ants, termites,bees, �ock of birds and �sh school. The collectiveand self-organized behavior that appears fromlocal interactions is the intelligence found in thosesystems, which is actually called emergent behavior.Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) (Dorigo and Stutzle;2003), Arti�cial Bee Colony (ABC) (Karaboga; 2005),Bacterial Foraging Optimization (BFO) (Passino;2002), Bees Algorithm (BA) (Pham et al.; 2011),Cuckoo Search Algorithm (CSA) (Yang and Deb;2009), Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) (Rashediet al.; 2009), and Particle Swarm Optimization(PSO) (Eberhart and Shi; 2011) are some SI-basedalgorithms found in the literature that are applied to2D FR systems.
In the next section, each algorithm is brie�ydetailed followed by their respective related worksin the �eld of 2D FR. Displayed in alphabeticalorder, the �rst two algorithms belong to EC andthe subsequent seven algorithms belong to SI. Also,for each algorithm, the works reviewed are groupedaccording to their speci�c application following theacronyms order presented in Table 1.

4.1 Di�erential Evolution

Di�erential Evolution (DE) was proposed by Stornand Price (1997). This algorithm initializes withrandomly generated individuals in the search space.New individuals are generated adding the weighteddi�erence between individuals to a third one, namelytarget. This routine is called mutation. Then,the target individual is combined with a randomlypreselected individual resulting the trial individualand represents crossover in DE. If the �tness of thetrial individual is worse than the target’s �tnessvalue, the trial is discarded. Otherwise, the trialindividual replaces the target individual in the nextgeneration, and represents greedy selection. Thisprocess repeats until a stop criteria is reached.
In our research for DE applications, four worksfound in the literature using FS. But, among these,three works also employed for PO. Mallipeddi and Lee(2012) used the DE algorithm in their system to selectthe optimal Principal Component Analysis (PCA)features. In DE, each population member encodes theindex of d features to be selected from the amount of

n features, and the search is guided by maximizingthe distance between classes. To validate theirmethodology, Yale, Yale B, ORL, and AR databaseswere used. Oh et al. (2013) used DE to optimizethe parameters of a Radial Basis Function NeuralNetwork (RBFNN) and also for feature selection ofcombined PCA and Linear Discriminant Analysis(LDA) features. The DE is represented as a vectorcontaining the learning rate, momentum coe�cient,and fuzzi�cation coe�cient parameters, as well asthe selected feature subset. In a later experiment,they used only the 2D-LDA features on the Yaleand ORL databases (Yoo et al.; 2013). Recently, theyperformed a comparative study of feature extractionmethods and their application to RBFNN using the
same FR systems architecture but with 2D2LDAfeatures (Oh et al.; 2016).
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4.2 Genetic Algorithm

The Genetic Algorithm was proposed by Holland(1973), and it is inspired by Darwin’s evolution theory.The concepts of evolution and natural selection isused to guide the search for better solutions ina problem search space. The crossover routinesimulates reproduction combining two individualspreviously selected to generate a new one, then,the mutation operator is applied at each newlygenerated individual. It is usually represented asbinary strings, so they can be decoded to almost anydesired representation.From this survey, we found three works employingthe GA for feature selection (FS). Vignolo et al. (2012)proposed the use of GA to select the features extractedby means of Active Shape Model (ASM). The search isguided by a classi�er so that the classi�cation successrate is assigned as �tness value for each evaluatedindividual. The experiments were performed usingUniversity of ESSEX face Recognition Data. Inanother work, Vignolo et al. (2013) also used ASMfor extracting features, but with a modi�ed versionof GA called Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm(MOGA), in which the rank of an individual isthe number of chromosomes in the population bywhich it dominates. Also, the author proposedan aggregative �tness function, which combinesclassi�cation accuracy and the number of featuresin a single equation. Loderer and Pavlovičová (2014)proposed to optimize the parameters of Local BinaryPatterns (LBP) such as type of pattern, size of blocks,distance measure, and the dimension of histogramsusing GA. The chromosome is represented as asequence of values which will be optimized. Tovalidate their methodology CMU-PIE, Yale B, andORL databases were used.
4.3 Arti�cial Bee Colony

The Arti�cial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm wasproposed by Karaboga (2005). The inspiration comesfrom the natural foraging behavior of honey beesto �nd the optimal food source. Bees estimate thelocation of the food source by measuring the amountof energy spent as they �y, as well as the direction.The location and quality of the food source is sharedwith their nest-mates by performing a waggle danceand trophallaxis (direct contact). In the ABC, beesaim to discover places of food sources (solutions)with high amount of nectar, that represents a goodsolution. Many aspects of the bees and otherinsects have been explained by the principle of self-organization (Eberhart and Shi; 2011). Foragingbehavior for food sources depends on the three typesof bees in the colony: the scout that randomly �ies inthe search space for new food sources, the employedbee that exploits the neighborhood of their locationsselecting a random solution to perturb (new foodsource), and the onlooker bee (information obtainedfrom waggle dance) that uses the population �tnessto probabilistically select a guiding solution to exploitits neighborhood. If a new source is better than theprevious one a greedy selection strategy is employedto determine the new food source.In the literature, according to our research scope,three works are found applying the ABC algorithm

in 2D FR systems in which two for FS and one forTM. Chakrabarty et al. (2013) proposed the use ofa Lévy-mutated ABC algorithm to derive optimalVolterra kernels simultaneously maximizing inter-class distances and minimizing intra-class distancesin the feature space. The performance of the proposedmethodology was validated in Yale A and Yale Bdatabases. Khan and Gupta (2016) applied the ABC toreduce the number of sub-windows in an extractionalgorithm. In this work, the bees select a sub-window and the solution is evaluated by the sub-window average. Experiments were carried outon University of ESSEX face Recognition Data andVITM datasets. In addition the previous two works,Chidambaram et al. (2014) proposed a multipleface recognition approach using an improved ABCalgorithm to search local features extracted bySpeeded Up Robust Features (SURF). The individual isrepresented as a four-dimensional vector containinghorizontal and vertical coordinates, scale factor androtation angle, then an image patch is cut from thestill image and its interest points are identi�ed formatching with the target face image. The distancemeasures between the images were used to guide thesearch. Experiments were carried out on BIO-INFOdatabase.
4.4 Ant Colony Optimization

Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) was proposed byDorigo and Stutzle (2003). It’s source of inspirationcomes from the collective behavior of ants in �ndingthe shortest path from the nest to the food sourceusing the substance called pheromone. Ants droppheromone on the ground as they travel and tendsto follow the path with more pheromone, thus, afterseveral trips to the food source the shortest path willretain more pheromone leading more ants to it.
Only one work using the ACO was found in thisreview and is an ensemble with ABC algorithm, thus,it is described latter on Subsection 4.10.

4.5 Bacterial Foraging Optimization

The Bacterial Foraging Optimization (BFO) wasproposed by Passino (2002) and it is inspired bythe bacteria foraging behavior. The E. Coli bacteriummove itself rotating its �agella around their body. Ifrotates counterclockwise, they propel the bacteriumalong a trajectory (run or swim), otherwise, they pullon the bacterium in di�erent directions (tumble).Alternating properly between these two modes, itkeeps bacteria in places with higher concentration ofnutrients. In BFO algorithm, the bacteria representthe solutions, and its health, the quality of thesolution. At �rst, bacteria tumble and swim(chemotaxis) in the search space, and then, the half ofthe population are killed based on the their health andthe other half are duplicated (reproduction). After acertain number of reproduction steps, some bacteriaare probabilistically chosen to be killed, and new onesare randomly generated (elimination-dispersal).
In this section, two relevant works can bementioned that employed BFO algorithm focusing onFS and PO. The �rst work was proposed by Panda andNaik (2015) which is a modi�ed version of BFO called
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Adaptive Crossover Bacterial Foraging OptimizationAlgorithm (ACBFOA) to �nd optimal subset offeatures reduced by LDA and PCA. In ACBFOA, thealgorithm incorporates adaptive chemotaxis andalso inherits the crossover mechanism of geneticalgorithm. Experiments were performed on ColorFERET, Yale A and UMIST data sets. Meanwhile thesecond work was proposed by Yadav et al. (2013) thatmitigated the e�ect of facial changes by combiningthe global features of LBP and local facial regionsat match score level by means of the BFO algorithm.The objective function is de�ned for learning theweights to be employed in a weighted sum rule fusion.Experimental results are presented using the FG-Netand IIITDelhi face aging databases.

4.6 Bees Algorithm

The Bees Algorithm (BA) was proposed by Pham et al.(2011), and it is inspired by the bees foraging behavior,as in the ABC but with di�erent internal routines. Inthis algorithm, a bee represents a possible solution,and a solution represents a visited site. The scoutbees are randomly placed in the search space fromwhich the bees with highest �tness will becomeselected bees and sites visited by them are chosen forlocal search.
Only one work using the BA was found in thisreview and it is developed with PSO algorithm. Henceit is described in Subsection 4.10 which speci�callydiscusses about ensembled approaches.

4.7 Cuckoo Search Algorithm

The Cuckoo Search Algorithm (CSA) was proposedby Yang and Deb (2009), and it is inspired by thebrood parasitic behavior of some cuckoo species, incombination with the Lévy �ight behavior. Thesecuckoos lay their eggs in communal nests for otherbird species to hatch. The CSA is based in three mainrules: 1) Each cuckoo lays one egg at a time, anddump its egg in a randomly chosen nest; 2) The bestnests with high quality of eggs will be carried overto the next generations; 3) The number of availablehost nests is �xed and the egg laid by a cuckoo isdiscovered by the host bird with a probability. In thiscase, the host bird can either throw the egg away orabandon the nest and build a completely new nest. Inthe proposed algorithm, each egg in a nest representsa solution and a cuckoo egg represent a new solution.The aim is to use the new and potentially bettersolutions (cuckoos) to replace a not-so-good solutionin the nests.
Only one work was found in literature thatemployed CS algorithm for FS. Naik and Panda (2016)proposed an adaptive version of CSA (ACS) to �nd theoptimal feature vectors for classi�cation on IntrinsicDiscriminant Analysis (ICA) feature space. In ACS,the step size is made adaptive from the knowledgeof its �tness function value and its current positionin the search space. For performance analysis, theYALE, ORL, and Color FERET databases were used.

4.8 Gravitational Search Algorithm

The Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) wasproposed by Rashedi et al. (2009). This algorithm isinspired by the law of gravity and mass interactionsin which particles are considered as objects and theirperformance is measured by their masses. All theseobjects attract each other causing their movementin the search space. When a solution is better withheavy mass, then it naturally moves more slowlythan lighter ones, and thus, leading to more localsearch. The main di�erence of GSA from PSO isthe local communication between objects that uses agravitational factor.During the SLR process about GSA, only one workwas found for FS. Chakraborti and Chatterjee (2014)proposed to use a binary variation of GSA withdynamic adaptive inertia weight (BAW-GSA) to selectthe relevant features extracted by LBP, Modi�edCensus Transform (MCT) and Local Gradient Pattern(LGP). The �tness function was implemented asthe ratio of the within class distance (Intra-Class)to the between class distance (Inter-Class). Theexperiments were carried out on Yale A, Yale B, ORL,LFW and AR databases.
4.9 Particle Swarm Optimization

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) was proposed byEberhart and Shi (2011) in 1995. The PSO algorithmis inspired by the coordinated behavior of a �ock ofbirds or a �sh school. The search mechanism is basedon the acceleration of the particles, being attractedby the global best position (social component) andthe personal best position (cognitive component)found so far. The algorithm initiates with a randompopulation of particles with it’s own velocities, whichare responsible for moving the particles around thesearch space. At each iteration the velocities areupdated until reaches a prede�ned stop criteria.It’s canonical version were used for continuousoptimization problems, however nowadays we may�nd in literature several other adaptations fordi�erent types of optimization problems e.g. discreteoptimization problems (Kennedy and Eberhart; 1997).Among a wide range of works in which the PSOalgorithm is used, we attempt to describe in thepresent section the forty three works that aredeveloped for FS followed by eleven works that usedfor PO.According to the time range established for thisreview, most works found have used BPSO for FS,guiding the search through inter-class maximizationand intra-class minimization distances on DiscreteWavelet Transform (DWT) feature space. Besideclassical implementations of DWT (Surabhi et al.;2012; Yaji et al.; 2012; Rinky et al.; 2012; Roohi et al.;2013; Prabhu et al.; 2013; Niveditha et al.; 2015), otherversions were employed, such as Threshold basedDWT (Vidya et al.; 2012; Murthy et al.; 2012), RasterScan Discrete Wavelet Transform (RDWT) (Khashuet al.; 2014) and a hybrid approach using ThresholdedWavelet Edge Enhancement Transform (TWEET) andDWT (Hegade et al.; 2013). Methods employingmodi�ed versions of BPSO were proposed, suchas Threshold Binary Particle Swarm Optimization(ThBPSO) (Krisshna et al.; 2014). In ThPSO,
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the recurrence of selected features is consideredbased on a threshold set by the user. Sattirajuet al. (2013) proposed to use a modi�ed versionof BPSO called Adaptive Multi-Level ThresholdBinary Particle Swarm Optimization (AMBPSO) toselect features extracted by DWT. In AMBPSO, the10 best global solutions are stored in a matrixand are used to guide the search. In additionto the works mentioned previously, Khadhraouiet al. (2016) used a deterministic parameter controltechnique on BPSO based on the number of iterationsdi�ering from traditional implementations. Thebenchmark databases mostly used to validate thesemethodologies are presented in descending order:Color FERET, Yale B, ORL, CMU-PIE, UMIST, PHPDand FEI.
A couple of works used Discrete Cosine Transform(DCT) for feature extraction and BPSO for selectingthe most discriminant features based on inter-class maximization and intra-class minimizationdistances (Divya et al.; 2012; Gagan et al.; 2012),moreover an accelerated version of BPSO (ABPSO)was employed on DCT feature space (Aneesh et al.;2012). In ABPSO, the velocity is updated for eachiteration by summing it with the previous positionalvalues for each particle. Ensemble approaches wereexperimented with DCT, such as Deepa et al. (2012)that used BPSO to select features extracted by DFT andDCT, and Ajaya et al. (2014) proposed an approach toselect extracted features from Contourlet Transform(CT) and DCT. On CT feature space, PCAwas employedfor dimensionality reduction and BPSO for FS. Last,(Darestani et al.; 2013) extracted features usingonly CT and employed BPSO for feature selection.Then, in the classi�cation stage, a classi�er basedon a arti�cial neural network was used with PSO-optimized hidden layer size and learning rate. In theworks mention here, the mostly used databases arepresented in descending order: ORL, Color FERET,Yale B, UMIST, CMU-PIE, PHPD, JAFFE and CAS-PERL.
A considerable number of works using DWT andDCT along with PSO were also performed (D’Cunhaet al.; 2013; Nischal et al.; 2013; Rao et al.; 2014;Babu, Shreyas, Manikantan and Ramachandran; 2014;Kodandaram et al.; 2015). Also, Soumya et al. (2013)proposed a approach using BPSO to select featuresextracted from DWT and DCT. However, besides classseparation, the authors used DCT trace in the �tnessrelation. Similarly Rao and Rao (2016) used BPSO forFS extracted from DWT and Slope-form TriangularDiscrete Cosine Transform (STDCT). In this work,�tness function was based in preserving maximumprecision in order to represent the original featureset. The works mentioned in this paragraph used thefollowing databases which are in descending order:Color FERET, CMU-PIE, PHPD, Yale B, UMIST, ORL,FEI, GT, IFD and JAFFE.
Other approaches for FS using BPSO and distancebetween classes were also proposed, such as thework developed by Shanbhag et al. (2014). Theydeveloped the work based on BPSO to search thefeatures extracted by Wavelet Transform FeatureExtraction (WTFE) for the optimal subset. Shettyet al. (2013) proposed a similar work, however,to select features extracted by Stationary WaveletTransform (SWT) based technique namely Shift

Invariance based Feature Extraction (SIFE). Theauthors claimed that they have used a modi�edversion of BPSO called Weighted Binary ParticleSwarm Optimizer (WBPSO), but, actually, they justconsidered the number of times a particular feature isbeing selected in the �tness computation. Also, Babu,Birajdhar and Tambad (2014) used the recurrence of afeature in �tness evaluation and called ConservativeBPSO to select features from SWT feature space.Abhishree et al. (2015) proposed to use BPSO to selectfeatures extracted by Gabor �lter technique. Thesame way, Kishore et al. (2014) used Gabor �lter,but combined with Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).Di�erently, Cheng et al. (2014) searched for theoptimal subset on the Self Quotient Image (SQI)features space meanwhile Nema and Thakur (2015)proposed to select features extracted by LDA. In theirwork the algorithm was adapted with a deterministicparameter control technique which decreases C1 andincreases C2 exponentially with time. Like others,Vora et al. (2014) tried the FS on Gamma Ray BurstRhombus Star (GRBRS) feature mask space and Varunet al. (2015) on Block-wise Hough Transform (HT)feature space. The �nal work which used the distancebetween class as a �tness evaluation was proposedby Varadarajan et al. (2015). In this work, the authortested a modi�ed version of BPSO called ExponentialBinary Particle Swarm Optimization (EBPSO) to selectthe features extracted using Block based AdditiveFusion. The group of articles mentioned in thepresent paragraph used the databases: Color FERET,CMU-PIE, Yale B, PHPD, FEI, ORL, IFD, LFW, GT andCAS-PERL.
Di�erent approaches for FS using PSO and itsvariants were employed, such as Lei et al. (2012) whoproposed to use a variation of PSO denominated asFast Static Particle Swarm Optimization (FSPSO). Ittreats the whole initial feature set as a static particleswarm in which no new particle would be generatedin high dimensional space, and the proposed methodtakes �lter and wrapper strategy to pick out themost discriminative feature particle subset. In theuniverse of FS works, Shieh et al. (2014) proposed touse PSO to select features extracted by PCA usingSVM as �tness function. Yin, Qiao, Fu and Xia(2014) proposed to use BPSO for feature selectionon DCT coe�cients feature space.In this approach,the �tness function is based on classi�cation rate anddimensionality. In another work, YIN, FU and SUN(2014) used the same approach, but, they reducedthe search space for BPSO algorithm by preselectingDCT coe�cients according to a separability criterion.In addition to the modi�ed versions of PSO, it isbecoming common the use of modi�ed versions BPSO.As an example, we can mention Sah et al. (2015)who proposed a modi�ed version of BPSO calledLogarithmic Binary Particle Swarm Optimization(LBPSO) to select features extracted by Entropic GaborWavelet Transform (GWT). In LBPSO, the globalsolution and particle best positions are weightedinstead of their current positions. The feature vectoris optimized by sampling the vector and choosing theone with the highest entropy. Among the worksthat we have mentioned, the work proposed byMollaee and Moattar (2016) is somehow di�erentsince they proposed to use the PSO algorithm toaid discriminant ICA in �nding multivariate data
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with lower dimension and independent features bymaximizing Negentropy, as well as Fisher criterion.Zhang and Peng (2016) proposed to use PSO to�nd out the optimum combination of the basisand variety from a basis plus variety model ona high-dimensional unit sphere in terms of theminimum L2 distance relative to the query image.In their model, the query image is approximately alinear combination of the basis image and varietyimage. The basis images are the neutral images ofsubjects and variety images are generalized frommulti-sample subjects. The basis of the optimumpoint gives the identity information for classi�cation.The databases used by the works mentioned in thisparagraph were: Yale B, ORL, Color FERET, CMU-PIE,AR and MIT.
The bio-inspired approaches for PO were alsoemployed the PSO algorithms. Here, we commentabout the works related to SVM parametersoptimization. Valuvanathorn et al. (2012) developedthe work to aid SVM classi�cation by selecting theparameters G and C automatically (PSO-SVM). Inthe next work, a modi�ed version of PSO, calledOpposition Particle Swarm Optimization (OPSO) waspresented by Hasan et al. (2013) to optimize theSVM parameters in training and testing featuresextracted by PCA. In OPSO, two populations aregenerated: the �rst one is random and the secondis opposition population which is based on the �rstpopulation values. In this work, similar to others,Xiao et al. (2014) used PSO combined with grid-searchto optimize the parameters of a Radial Basis Function(RBF) kernel in SVM. Similarly, Zou and Zhang (2016)presented their PO work using the recognition rateto calculate the �tness of each particle. The abovementioned works in the present paragraph usedmostly the following databases: ORL, Color FERET,Yale A and BioID.
Besides optimizing SVM parameters, some worksthat optimize other parameters were also found,such as Pan et al. (2013) who proposed to replaceexhaustive search used in Adaboost framework withPSO. The authors claimed that PSO is used as FSprocedure, but as each particle is encoded with afeature parameter set (type, xs , ys , θ, width, height,sampling_points, radius). The �tness function wasde�ned as the normalized classi�cation error rate.Banerjee and Datta (2013) proposed to use PSO forparameters optimization for both constrained andunconstrained type in which particle vectors areconsidered as correlated parameters to be optimized.The false acceptance rate was used as objectivefunction to be minimized. Trinh et al. (2014)proposed to use PSO algorithm to �nd optimalweights to fuse global and local Fourier-MellinTransform (FMT) features at score-level. The �tnessfunction is evaluated by calculating the recognitionrate related to a speci�c set of weights. Fernández-Martínez and Cernea (2015) proposed to use amodi�ed version of BPSO called RR-PSO to optimizethe parameters of SCAV1. SCAV1 is a supervisedensemble learning algorithm based on six nearest-neighbor classi�ers based on histogram, variogram,texture analysis, edges, DWT and Zernike moments.In RR-PSO, global and local search are balancedby adopting regressive discretization in accelerationand in velocity of the PSO continuous model. Farag

et al. (2016) proposed to apply PSO to search theoptimum HMM states and parameters. In theirapproach, maximum accuracy and minimum featuredimension was used to guide the search. Kim et al.(2016) proposed to use PSO algorithm to optimize theparameters of RBFNN such as the number of nodesand fuzzi�cation coe�cient. The classi�cation rateis used as the �tness value. Finally, Plichoski et al.(2017) proposed to use PSO to optimize Homomorphic�lter (HF) parameters namely high and low frequencyfactors, cut-o� frequency and �lter’s order. Therecognition rate is used as �tness function to guidethe algorithms search. The most used database bythe presented works were: ORL, CMU-PIE, Yale A,PHPD, MIT, AR, Korean Face Database, PUT, UCSDand IC&CI.

4.10 Ensemble-based approaches

This section refers to applications of ensemblebio-inspired approaches in which more than oneoptimization algorithm is used in the same FR system.In our review, some hybrid approaches were foundin which the �rst work embedded the algorithmsin their system for FS and CL. In the other worksreviewed, bio-inspired approaches were employedfor FS, followed by PO and CL respectively.
Kaur et al. (2013b) used ABC to select the featuresextracted by DWT, wherein optimization is drivenby terms of correlation value for pattern recognition.For CL application task, ACO is used by measuring thedistances between the selected features. The authorsused their own image sets to test their methodology.Khan et al. (2015) proposed to use BPSO along withGA algorithm for feature selection. Global and localfeatures were extracted from the image using DCTand LBP, respectively. The system was evaluatedusing ORL and LFW face databases. Kallianpur et al.(2016) proposed to use a modi�ed discrete versionof ABC called Hybrid-Discrete Arti�cial Bee Colonyalgorithm (H-DABC) to select features extracted fromDWT. This ABC version contains certain elementsfrom PSO, then, its an hybrid algorithm. Theirmethodology was validated using LFW, Color FERETand ORL. Dora et al. (2017) proposed to use a hybridalgorithm of PSO and GSA (PSO-GSA) for optimizingthe parameters of an evolutionary single Gabor kernel(ESGK) �lter which is used for feature extraction.The �tness function used for selecting optimal �lteris the Gabor energy vector. The experiments wereperformed on Color FERET, ORL, UMIST, GT and LFWdatabases. The last work reviewed is proposed byNebti and Boukerram (2017) using BA and a decisiontree based PSO as classi�ers. The tree is representedby the classes, then BPSO classi�es them recursivelyuntil obtaining only one class representing the inputface image. BA searches for the best trainingfaces which are the most similar to the faces beingrecognized. The �tness function for both algorithmsis the sum of the Euclidean distances between thecurrent particle and the testing sample features. Thetwo are combined with a decision tree based fuzzySVM using majority vote. The experiments wereconducted on ORL, YALE, FERET and UMIST.
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5 Summary and Discussions

As seen in Section 4, most of the bio-inspiredalgorithms in 2D FR systems have been applied to FS,PO, CL and TM. Seventy three scienti�c articles wereanalyzed focusing on the problem approached, whichbio-inspired algorithm are used, how candidatesolutions are represented, how �tness function ismodeled, and what databases are employed.
Figure 2 presents the distribution of bio-inspiredalgorithms among the analyzed works. A hugegap between the use of the PSO algorithm (73.41%)in comparison to other algorithms (26.59%) canbe noticed. Some reasons for the popularityof PSO algorithm in 2D FR systems might bebecause of its good performance, its implementationsimplicity, and the use of few parameters to betuned. Also, as pointed out by Alsalibi et al. (2015),PSO algorithm requires less training time, has goodscalability and high convergence rate. According toan extensive review done by Zhang et al. (2015),the number of publications related to PSO is thehighest among others reaching around 1,000 peryear. However, the few works developed using otherbio-inspired algorithms provides room for exploitingtheir features.

PSO-73.41%
ABC-6.33%
DE-5.06%
GA-5.06%
GSA-2.53%
BA-2.53%
BFO-2.53%
ACO-1.265%
CS-1.265%

Figure 2: Bio-inspired algorithms distribution inrelation to the analyzed works

Among the four applications employed, the FSapplications reaches the highest rate of 76.315%,followed by PO with 19.74%. In our review, we foundonly two works for classi�cation and one work fortemplate matching. Figure 3 shows the distributionof applications per algorithm in which the dominanceof FS applications can be clearly observed. Thehigh usage of FS can be justi�ed since its use asa dimensional reduction approach becomes attractiveand sometimes required. Additionally most of theworks that deals with images and videos requiresFS as an important step and it is an importantcomponent of many pattern recognition tasks withvery high-dimensional data (Gui et al.; 2017).
For every work applied for FS, the candidatesolution was represented as a vector containing theselected features. Also, in most works the searchwas driven aiming to maximize the distance betweenclasses. The most used feature extraction techniquesare presented in Figure 4. The DWT technique isthe most employed (41.82%) mainly because of its
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Figure 3: Distribution of applications per algorithm

good performance. Brie�y, the DWT has the abilityto provide a multi-resolution analysis of the imageand the capability of decomposing the image intosub-bands in both time and frequency domainsproducing detailed information and coarse grainedapproximations (Du and Ward; 2005). Also, a numberof works employing the DCT technique is expressive(27.27%). According to Rao and Rao (2016), theDCT is a popular transformation technique basedon the energy compaction property, wherein theinformation or features tend to be concentrated inlow frequency components or at the corner of thespectrum. Regarding the dimensionality reductiontechniques, the LDA and PCA are popular in 2DFR systems with 9.09% and 7.27%, participationrespectively. The other techniques represent inaverage about 3.6% each. For the PO task, thecandidate solution is represented as the parametersitself and in 56.25% of the works, the �tness functionis constructed based on accuracy (recognition rate),followed by distance between classes maximization(18.75%). The most used techniques for tuning werethe SVM (26.66%), the RBFNN (20%) and the LBP(13.33%).
For the CL task, distinct solution representationsare employed. For example, one work used the imagepixels as solution representation (Kaur et al.; 2013b)and another used the database classes (Nebti andBoukerram; 2017). For the TM task, the individual isrepresented as a four-dimensional vector containinghorizontal and vertical coordinates, scale factor androtation angle. All works used the Euclidean distancemeasure to drive the search and to calculate thedistance between the images (Chidambaram et al.;2014).
Figure 5 shows the distribution of most used bio-inspired algorithms per year. The number of worksemploying the PSO far exceeds all other algorithms.However, the ABC and the set DE and GA occupy thesecond and third rankings respectively.
When analyzing the works presented in thisreview, we realize that the experimental methodology
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performed by each author usually di�ers, whichsometimes makes it unreliable, di�cult to comparewith others and to replicate results. As an example,we can mention the use of the ORL database whichcontains 400 images of 40 individuals with 10 imagesof each one varying pose. Khadhraoui et al. (2016)used the �rst 5 images per person of all subjectsfor training and the remaining 5 images per personof all subjects for testing. On the other hand,from the same database Fernández-Martínez andCernea (2015) used 200 images for training, 160images for testing and 40 images to perform blindvalidation. Despite that, we investigated the mostused benchmark databases and are presented in Table2. The complexity of the databases is de�ned byits size and categories such as pose, illumination,expressions and occlusion. The most used databaseis the FERET (representing 20.21% of the works)which contains 14,126 images with 512x768 pixelsand 1,199 individuals varying pose, illumination andexpressions Alsalibi et al. (2015). The next position

is occupied by the ORL database with 17.55% andYale B with 13.83% of the works. Yale B databaseis a well known database because of its severaldegrees of illumination and its cropped versionof face images which is important to investigatethe illumination variation problem. The remainingdatabases information are shown in referencesdescribed in Table 2.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
Nowadays, in di�erent parts of the society, we can�nd a pool of 2D FR systems that perform well undercontrolled settings. However, real-time situationsrequire systems that should deal with uncontrolledsettings and thus creating an open research gap. Themajor challenges found in the 2D FR systems refers tothe high-dimensionality of the dataset, a wide rangeof image variations and the useless information in theimages leading to misclassi�cation. Such complexitymakes necessary the use of optimization methodsas bio-inspired algorithms to construct robust FRsystems. Hence, the researchers from the wholeworld have been proposed many 2D FR approachesusing bio-inspired algorithms. Hence, in this context,to map these approaches we proposed the presentSystematic Literature Mapping.As discussed in this review, bio-inspiredalgorithms have being applied in many taskssuch as template matching, classi�cation, featureselection, and parameters optimization. The last twoapplications, FS and PO, are the most used to improve2D FR systems with 76.135% and 19.74% of theworks, respectively. Among di�erent bio-inspiredalgorithms discussed in this work, the use of PSOfar exceeds the other algorithms and it is presentin 73.41% of the analyzed works. The reasonsfor this might be due to its good performance,simplicity to implement and few parameters totune. Furthermore, it is possible to note thatbio-inspired 2D FR systems are trending towardsthe PSO algorithm which suggests a reliable choicefor future applications, as well as the usage of theDWT technique for feature extraction and SVM forclassi�cation. A complete exposure of the most useddatabases is also presented in this work. Amongthem the top three are the FERET, the ORL and theYale B databases. The possible future works canbe conducted in analyzing the performance of thebio-inspired 2D FR systems.
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